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Council votes on Greek academic requisite
By UZ PUTERBAUGH

"TheCouiKflniayinitiatereoommen-dation- s
on academic matters by for-

Campus Council voted Tuesday to
review a Council member's written
proposal for rescinding the academic
good standing requirement for prospective new members of Creek

warding such recommendations to the
Dean of Faculty for his or her action
wriere appropriate or forreferral to the
appropriate faculty cornmioee. If the
faculty committee does not issue a
report on the Council's recommendations within a reasonable period of
time or the committee rejects the
Council'srecommenclaQcns, then the
Council mayrequest theDean toplace
the recommendation directly on the
next faculty agenda for consideration
of the faculty" (p. 46).
"I don't fed we should be taking
responsibuityformcntorings&
academic responsibility," Cohen
stated after the meeting. She said she
believes mat the responsibility lies
with the administration, as she emphasized in her proposal. "It is not the
responsibility of Campus Council to

or-ganizatkxisthatCoundliin-
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last year.
Council memberLauren Cohen 94
submitted the written proposal for
rescindment, which she described as
"the only reasonable solution to what
we have identified as a grave discrepancy in academic standards policies
at the College."
Cohen, who clarified that she was
writing as a member of Council and
not as the president of the Student
Government Association (SGA),
briefly described in the first section
of the proposal Council's hope that
the standard should not single out
Greeks, but should rx allied toother
organizations as welL
: However, as Cohen argued in the
ineeting.Couricflisoutofitsjurisdic
tion in imposing such restrictions,
citing leoer E of the Powers of the
Q)oncil as statedin "The Scot'sKey":

monitor

individual

students'

progress that is theresponsibility of
the faculty and the administration
through the Committee on Academic
'
Standards."
A student representative for the
Committee on Academic Standards, .

,"

Cohen said therequirement issue was
raised briefly at the last committee
meeting. Dean ofFaculty Susan Figge
' said that Cohen raised the discussion,
which focused on a number of general questions involving academic
standards, including "whether or not
mat kind of restriction should be
placed on a wider variety of extracuractivities."
ricular and
As for Cohen's assertions in the
proposal, Figge said the issue would
not be the committee's decision but
must be taken before the entire faculty. She said she agrees that monitoring students' academic progress is
the responsibility of faculty and administration to a point
"I think it is primarily first and
foremost the students responsibility
to monitor their academic progress,"
she said, adding that at times the
administration must intervene, for instance, by not allowing students on
academic probation to participate in
programs. However.she
said, the specific issue concerning
Greeks is "not an academic program
but an extracurricular one."
Of Council's decision to review
co-curricu- lar

.

the proposal, Cohen said, "I'm glad it
wasn't dismissed." She said she
believes students and Council need to
resolve the issue.
Council President Greg Simmons
'94 said he thinks that Cohen raised
valid arguments in the proposal, and
that Council hopes to come to fair and
clear decisions at the end of the se':
mester.
He also said he thinks Cohen had a
legitimate point when she wrote in the
proposal that "students attend the
College for any number of reasons,
many of which are not purely academic in nature." Simmons said he
wants the Council to be "on solid
ground" in the matter. "I guess we'll
be searching for that solid ground in
the spring," he said.
SimmcnssaidaUrecommendations
to Council are due by the first weekend after spririg break,and thata committee composed of representatives
from Council the Student Activities
k
Council, Greek
Board,
life Committee and SGA will have a
series of meetings with President
Copeland in April to come to terms
r;-j- :
with the Greek issue
Inter-Gree-

off-camp- us

.

Alleged racial insult causes IJML tension
By ANDY DUKER
An alleged racial insult made during women's intramural basketball
game Feb. 17, along with a general
increased amount of aggressiveness
and rough language, has prompted
die addition of a second official to the
games.
"We've had a couple of games
where we've had more aggressive
play, more intensity and rougher language trianwe'wever hadin women's
intramurals." said Coach Steve
Moore, LM. adviser. "We've taken
steps to correct it with adding a sec-oofficial with instructions to the
officials that they should be more
strict in calling fouls and keeping the
game more under control."
Moore and Tiffany Lerch '94, student women's LM. director, held a
meeting lastSualaymgra whichdealt
wim "addressingthe overall arjproach
that
to LM. games,
we must keep our emotions under
control and reiterating that we want to
keep under control all words that are
inappropriate," according to Moore.
He sated that they woe specific about
any particular incident at themeeting.
The alleged racial comment took
place during a game between the
Tangeree and Your Mom teams. In
the last seconds of the game, accord-in- g
to referee James Shepard 94, a
rough foul was called. He broke up a

possible fight, and decided to end the
game. Sneparda riot hear the earlier
comment.
"I was called a nigger," said the
Tangeree player who was allegedly
insulted. She stated that she dropped
the matter because she bad not been

sure, but that later another teammate
affirmed the statement.
TJoward
the end of me game, the girl who did
call me what she did got fouled by me.
I was walking back on the court, and
she tried to charge me when my back
was turned to her," she said.

"I think basically it's hard because
it's one word versus another's," said
Megan Bruce '95,
of the
co-foun-

der

Your Mom team. She stated that the
player in question denies saying the
please see INS ULT, page 2

Weavster Debates carry on
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Debating the propositioB that restrictions should be placed upon television violence were Todd Lewis 97
thugs. Making a valiant attempt in favor of the
and John Yoder TO, along with several
-proposition were the self proclaimed "neighbors" Mark Weaver and George Galster. As usual, however,
the students won the debate by the popular vote of the audience.
well-equipp-

ed
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News Briefs

By MATT SEAMAN

NATIONAL
The FBI arrested former QA officer Aldricn Hizea Ames far espionage
against the US. government Toesday. Government officials said Wednesday
me agents that he betrayed were convicted of treason and executed by the
former Soviet government
Officials in Atlanta, bare decided to remove tbe state flag fixxnAdanta-Fulto- n
County stadium. The Allanta Olympic Committee has not made a formal
decision yet regarding me display of the flag at the 1996 Olyrnpic games.

INTERNATIONAL
Nancy Kerrigan skated an almost flawless performance to take first at the
women's Olympic figure skating competition Wednesday night Tonya
Harding is ranked 10th, leaving her virtually out of niedal contention.
The Russian parliament gave amnesty Wednesday to the leaden of the
October armed insurrection against the governrnettofTresident Boris Yeltsin.
This has been the inost direct challenge issued to Yehsm by the new parliament
News briefj compiled by ANDY DUJG3 and AARON SKRYPSKI
won mfbnnation from The New York Times.

Insult

continued from front page
Shepard reported that he stopped
the potential fight and later referred
the matter to women's LM. director
Letch, who had no comment Lerch
referred it to LM. adviser Coach Steve
Moore.
The allegedly auutel player stated
she plans is ask Moore that if me two
teams play again, both sht and the

other player in question be asked to sit
out because, "there! soil going to be
tension," The two teams are notsched-ule- d
lo play each other again in the
regular season, but may meet in the
playoffs after spring break.
The student also stated that the incident should not be generalized to
hostility between the two teams. "This
is not just an incident because of our
teanv or the other team," ah said.
"We're two different individuals."- -

Security alert reports
small house incident

By JUDY NICHOLS
A case of sexual imposition that
allegedly occurred Feb. 1 1 at a small
house on campus is still under investigation, said Capo in DocaldEdwards
of the Wooster Police Department
According to Director of Security
Keith James, a female student in the
small house let into the bouse on the

night in question two persons
associated with the College. The
tnirVrs only knew one of the individuals, said James; k was tie other
mdrviduaiwt allegedly made sexual
advances toward another female occupant in the small house.
A memorandum issued about the
incident by James described the individual as an
male
approximately 55" tail, with a stocky
build and a space between his front
teeth. On the night of the incident the
memorandum stated, "be was wearing a hooded, navy blue sweatshirt,
green sweatpants, yellow construction-type
boots, a goU necklace with
a pendant a gold rope bracelet on the
right arm and approximately three
African-Americ-

an

gold rings on each hand."
attliirfi also stated that
The
the iridividual was suspected in stealing $30 and jewelry hems from the
house. James said the thefts were not
discovered until a few days later.
According to Edwards, the case of
sexual imposition was reported to the
Wooster Police Department in the
early morning hours of Feb. 12. He
(hat the
said there was no
cases of theft have been reported to
the police department ' '
Early investigation of the incident,
noted James, involved the other visitor, who was an acquaintance of one
of the occupants in the small bouse.
James said this individual denied
knowing the identity of the male allegedly involved in the incident
Jarrirs said that smcmorartdurn was
issued to Worm the campus about the
incident because itwasn 'ta tin larVn
that presented a threat to the entire
campus." He noted that the male was
an uninviied guest to a specific location, which he said differed from an
individual foaming the campus at
large.

vffit

Corrections
The quote credited to Eric Kaschke 97 in the Feb. 18 article, "Scots, Lady
Scots Fare Well at Wooster Diving InvcationaT was tnisacribued. Dave
00x0094 said it
The acton in the Feb. 18 photo for "Death ofa Salesman" were incorrectly
The actors were, from left to righc Raymond McCaU, Richard
frVrifi
;.
Flgge,KarenIuis"96andlWffijama,94, .. t ..

Sonnet's Gourmet Coffee and Tea
Company local gourmetceffee company, has subrmrtrd a proposal to
bring an espresso cart into Lowry
Center.
Andrew Sonnet, the owner of the
company, submitted the proposal in
early January to Howard Raber. director of dining services. In the proposal. Sonnet offered to bring the
espresso cart, requesting 60 square
feet of space and access to electricity
and water. In exchange. Sonnet would
ooraribuKaportionoftheproCtsback
to the CoGege and allow the campus
community a chance to enjoy his
Tbis,Sonnetsaid, would
cof-feecreati-

ons.

According toSorrctRaberrepiied
to the proposal by saying that the

proposal had been turned down. On
Feb. 1. Sonnet sent a letter to Bob
Rodda, director of Lowry Center and
student activities, along with a copy
of the proposal in order to keep the
door open for further discussion.
Rodda has not yet responded to the
letter.
Rodda said that the decision to turn
down Sonnet's proposal was based
on his interpretation of the College
policy that "the school doesn't rent
itself out to corporate America."
BiH Snoddy, vice president for finance and business, stated that the
policy Rodda spoke of is not actually
in writing.but suggested that the problem with someone such as Sonnet
using space in Lowry Center was that
it would jeopardize Lowry Center's
status.
Sonnet pointed to other commer

tax-exem- pt

location

on-camp- us

real-esta- te

cial ventures in Lowry such as the
and poster sales in
sweater.
Lowry Center. He insisted, however,
that be is not trying to compete with
Mom's. "I just think people deserve
quality espresso and cappuccino unlike the kind you can get at Mom's,"
he said.
On Wednesday night Sonnet gave
a presentation to the Student Government Association (SG A). SG A passed
a motion to assign its student services
and special projectscommittee to work
with the administration. Sonnet and
the student body.
In addition, there is also a petition
being circulated by Don Farthing 95.
The petition states that Sonnet should
be given a fair chance to compete with
T-sh- irt

Mom's.
Susan Wiastock also contributed
lo this article.

War in the former Yugoslavia'
By CHTTRALEXHA ZUTSH1
Dijana Plestina, professor of political science, spoke Tuesday night on
"War, Balkanization and Nationalism in the Former Yugoslavia." The
speech was part of both the Great
Decisions lecture aeries and the
Wooster Forum.
.The first issue Plestina addressed
was the disintegration of Yugoslavia.
According to her. there are two rea-90RS befaiod

tfrT?

lTf

lnl

sfTfy

First, "there were diverging
realities and interests between
the regions of Yugoslavia," and secondly, "there were diverging social
and political visions of the future."
. Plestina wenton to address the
behind the violent nature of the
war in the former Yugoslavia. "Fast
eco-noca-

ic

rea-so- ns

and foremost." she said, "the reason
lies in the manipulation by the politically astute leadership of Slobodan
Mitosovich, the president of Serbia."
According to Plestina. the West
shares a large responsibility for the
nature of the war. She said that the
West had signaled that it would not
intervene or interfere in the inrn?X
affairs of Yugoslavia, which spurred .
MUosovich on to declare war.
She said that the West contributed
to the war by not lifting the arms
embargo on Bosnia and Herzegovina
in April 1992, when it was still possible for them to defend themselves
from Serbian attark,
Plestina saw positive aspects in the
West's response to Sarajevo's situation m the past 12 days. "The West
has shown that it is serious about

FREE COMPUTER CLASSES
- for COW students
Academic Computing Services art offering four free
classes lo students, however, there is limited space. Seats
wiU be provided for students on a first come first serve basis.
For more information contact fen at ext. 2244.

something. I am still not sure what,
but it is serious," she said.
She said that Sarajevo is getting
less shelling and the people have regained a certain level of
because of the West's actions.
She added. "It is very important
that the feeling of triumph doesn't
obscure the fact that
of
Croatia and more than
of
is' de facto under Serbia." she said.
Plestina concluded her lecture with
a plead to the West to take active steps
to stop the carnage in the former Yugoslavia. "The West cannot allow
intemrionany-recognize- d
borders of
internatioriaDy-fecogni7P- d
states to be
subject to brute force. It cannot allow
this kind of disorder to take place."
self-confiden-

one-thi- rd

two-thir- ds
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WORD FEB. 28 4 pjn. in Taylor 209
For the advanced 5.1 Word User. We will be covering such things as
mail merges, graphics, footnotes, and other features Word has to offer.
ADVANCED-MICROSOF-

T

Price: $8.00
each way

THE VAX

FEB. 24 4 pjn. in Taylor 209
This is your chance to have our VAX expert show you the best way to
use Electronic (EMail and the extent of its capabilities.
EVE TEXT EDITOR
MAR.2 4 pjn. Taylor 110
For those who have some experience in the VAX and want to become
proficient in using it this class editor.
EUDORA
MAR.34pjn.in Taylor 110
The newest means to access your
Lean the simplest way of
getting your mail wiftout using PacerLink.
E-m- ail.

ce
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Insight
Wooster
A good cup coffee
of

. The

The proprietor of Sonnet's Gourmet and Tea Company has so far got the
in his attempt to openacart in Lowry Center. Naonly does this campus
observe a good cup of coffee, but coffee houses and cam
java and donuts crm this case, biscotti.
Director of Lowry Center and Student Activities Bob Rodda's contention
that"the school doesn'tremoutitself to corporate Anierica''is deceptive. First
of all, one man with the gourmet equivalent of one hot dog stand hardly seems
the epitome of a corporate leviathan. Secondly, this school does rent out itself
to corporate America. Witness the Coke machines in Lowry, as in most
buildings on campus. There are also other vendors: some corporate, like
Jostens and others entrepreneurial like the poster, sweater and jewelry sales.
Furthermore, other schools have dirungservk run by Marrkx, bookstores run
by Barnes & Noble. Many even have fast food restaurants in their student
unions. These institutions don't seem too concerned about losing their tax
exemption nor fear competition from these companies. Neither should the
administration fear an entrepreneur who wants to cater to students and others
.
.
in our student union.
Holding out the possibility that there are those who prefer Mom's coffee, the
solution is to let the Sonnet's coffee stand into Lowry Center and let the
competitive market decide.

run-arou- nd
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Why the tuition hike?

Once again the College has raised tuition for the upcomir year, this time by
ova a thousand dollars. Since the 5 percert increase is rrKxe mantra
inflation rate, one is compelled to ask where the additional money is being
spent. The letter the adniinistration sent to students rnentions the extensive
resources needed for students to undertake original work, yet none of them are
specified. Until the aclniiiiistration can specify to the student body exactly
where the increased tuition is going, we tend to look to the more obvious,
ubiquitous extras and frills, such as the soap dispensers with the College logo
on them or the stairmasters placed in a residence halL

tfrtttnt A mtrHy war aAW tdUoriml

Tkata ritwt

hoard tmd

Finals signify an end to learning
Preliminary alternative emphasizes continuity of education
What would college be without finals?
According to Karl L. Schilling and
Karen .Maitland Schilling, writing in
a recent issue of the Chronicle of
Higher EdUctsdo-nniort

tx

final
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have long been a part of higher
education, their effectiveness is now
being called into question.
Increasingly, educators are attrib-uti-

1883

Editor In Chief

haig

jpro-ducdveplacT-

iity.aaMgWaadptDiead

I

ion of material to
learning, a practice generally associated with final examinations. Too
often, students study for finals with
the impression that, once the tests are
over, they are no longer responsible
for the material covered during the
semester. As a result, students who
demonstrate mastery of certain topics
- .cceredcflexanunatioroadn
the en cl the faty semester often
prove ''unablew to. sufficiently recall
those same topics in classes taken the
following spring semester.
When students enrolled in upper
level classes lack mastery of introductory concepts, problems arise
problems professors dare not ignore.
Often, as a "quick fix," professors
intrcductory matesimply
rial. White tnis practice may help get
a course going, it detracts from the
amount of higher level material stu
ge-and-pur- ge"

it

re-tea- ch

dents receive exposure to during the
course of a semester. Furthermore,
students end up paying to receive
instruction in the same basic material
time and again.
-- A new teachingitice, capabte
'
of both Irstreasing student learning
retention levels and drastically reduc- materials is
ing the need to
called for. One such proposal entails
the development of a system of assessment examinations and brief review courses suited to regulating the
progression of course work more ef.
fectively.
Under such a system, semesters
would begin with an exam period
during which students readiness to
enter a given course would be assessed. Students who pass the exam
would be allowed to enter any upper
level courses for which they qualify.
Those who fail would be given the
option of taking a brief review course
and then retaking;the exam. Students
whofaUtrieexamasecotxltimewoukl
be advised not to takeThe upper level
course but would be permitted to
the kwer levelcourse as an audiL
An added benefit of standardised
assessment examinations is that they
would aid in curbing grade inflation.
Students who received high grades in
the course proceeding the one for
which they are testing, but who fail to
performadequatelyontheassessment
exam would evidence grade inflation.
Another potential asset of this sys
;

re-tea-ch

re-ta-

ke

tem is its facilitation in the accurate
placememcfnctraOitMrial and transfer students. Assessment examinations would make such students' ability to perform on a level with students
already aaehdirtg-tlassearthe college readtfyaprrent':" "Also, the very process of forming
s

--

assessrnentexaminatxms

requires

per-formi- ng

Shannon Tennant is an editorial
writer for the Voce
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fac-

ulty to come together and seriously
consider what they believe students
should retain from given courses,
thereby clearly establishing expected
student performance levels. Such a
system may actually enable professors to begin discussing material appropriate to a given course level at the
first day of class.
Favoring assessment examinations
as opposed to final examinations emphasizes the notion that learning is a
continual process, that courses are not
units of independent knowledge to be
retained effectively only until the student "gets to" forget Also, any system of education which requires the
focused cooperation of professors
teaching different courses aids to dispel the notion that students are
for individual teachers. Finally, such a system stresses developing individuals as learners, as opposed to cramming, and shouldn't
that really be what education is all
about?

"Tiro W3osnm Vb ice'ViewWnts

Speak Your Mind

Responses compiled by NAT MISSILDINE
Photos by CHERYL BECKER

Question: What are your plans for spring break?
i

i

l

L

--

DONNA-MARI- E

HEATHCLIFFVAZ97
Going lo New Orleans to Kay with a
friend at Tubne.

n

i

U

I

?

CRANDERSON "96
I plan on resting and enjoying myself
in Barbados for 10 days and coming
backsolcan tactie my s&idies.

i

L

1

KATE HOFFMAN 94

rm saying here far the first week to
finish LS. and then going to
OearwatefJTorkawmsomefnends.

:

i

r-

'
-

I

.1

.

OMARI THOMAS 97
I'm going home for therapy on my

bee and to make money.

,

-

r

d

DREW KAVANAUGH 95

I'm going down to Daytona, Florida
with some friends the first weekand
second week IH be with my family.

Death penalty: a legacy of slavery and racism
Racial Justice Act will help correctyears of bias and bigotry in our criminaljustice system
T1q state shall deny to any person

defendant's andor the

within its jurisdiction the equal
protection of the laws."

victim tiacedrtfrrninrd the
sentence. Under the new
law, the condemned would

14th Amendment,

:gnaavtSK3rpara3Dkia
Dahon Pre jean, a black youth sentenced to
die for killing a white man in Louisiana, was
jury after the pros- condemned by an
ecutor removed
all the African
DIANN
An,ericans
called to serve.
.
There is not a single exception to this pattern
from the 19th century to the present black
jury.
juvenile de fendant, white victim,
Pre jean was electrocuted in May 1990.
In South Carolina black man named Horace
Butler with an LQ. of 61.a diagnosis of brain

Racism and the Death Penalty

r:

-

present statistical evidence
to buttress the claim.
,

In 1987, the entire US. Supreme Court acknowledged the
statistical link between race and
the dea penalty (which is nearly
' three times greater than the link
between smoking and lung cancer) in a case out of Georgia.
McCleskej vs. Kama. A
majority, however, refused to apply a judicial solution,
suggesting that Congress was the
appropriate remedial branch. That
remedy is now at hand in the
Racial Justice Act.
Dissenting from rhcMcOeskey
dncision.recently retired Supreme
Court Justice William Brennan,
wrote, "it is tempting to pretend
that our treatment of minorities on deam row sounds no ecb-obeyond thechambers in which
they die. Such an illusion is ultimately corrosive, for the rever--.
berations of injustice are not so
easily confined."
It would be tragically konic, as
we enter the last decade of the

Unfortunately for the

.

five-memb-

all-wh- ile

RUST-TIERNE-

Y

all-whi- te

clamage,andakxghistcfycschizrjrirenu
was sentenced to death by ajury who knew none .
of this. The evidence presented to them during
the sentencing phase of the trial by Butler's
white attorney hated just over five minutes.
Eddie Lee Rosscurrently awaiting his exrow was repreecution on Ceorgia's-deai- h
sented by an elderly while man who not only
referred to his client as "nigger," but who for 30
years, had been the Imperial Wizard of the Kb

Has. Han.
In state after statejace continues toplayarole
iadeioiiiirnng who pays the ultimate sanction.
The purview of me death penalty will increase
under recent Senate passed legislarinn Itneed-lessf- y
tederaloes f t mf a already covered by
state law and includes over fifty an
unprec-cdnurdhijh-aphputisraierjtcCerae-

s(scpe

of which do not even involve someone else's
death)
m the next few months, US. House of Rep- -

abounds. In studies

Pi

of sentencing patterns
across the country, race is
thevariable thatpredicts the
outcome of a capital case
and particularly the race of
the victim.
For every 25 executions
that have occurred in the
United States since 1976
(there have been over 228
m that period) 21 have involved white victims. This,
despite the fact that African
Aniericans,propcftnate to
their numbers, are far more
likely to be victims of mur-d-er
Cabou half of all murder
victims are African American).
The General Accounting
Office Congress;
inde-pendentrcjearchdrvi-

es

20ucentury,if Congress--whi- ch

sion-

has sought to guard against racial
discrimination in housing, employment and education ignored the reverberations of injustice by refusing to provide similar

9t

reviewed studies of capital
sentencing from states as
diverse as Maryland and
Mississippi California and
Florida. The report concluded: "our synthesis Of
the 28 studies shows a pattern of evidence indicating

nation in the imposition of the
death penalty. When our racial
bias determines who shall live
and who shall die. Congress
should act to prohibit k.

racial disparities in the
this historic abuse by passing the Racial Justice
Act.faxaidrd in the Crane Prevent
nal Justice Reform Act, sponsored By Reps.
Craig Washington and John Conyerx.
The Act would prohibit the imposition of the
death penalty where proof exists that the

er

Woria

charging, sentencing, and
reposition of the death penalty JOne need not be exposed to the death penalty
to support the Racial Justice Act The bill is
designed toend racial discrimination in application of the death penalty, not the dead) penalty
-

XCUJmdt

HAACP Legal

Fi-d- ,fac.

itself. That b why conservative organizations
such as die Arnerican Bar Association which
takes no position on the merits of capital punish-rriesupports the Racial Justice Act, as it
supports racial justice in many difference con- nt

Diann
a College cfWoaster
alumna. Is (Erector of the CapUal Punishment
Projectof the American Gvil Liberties Union
Foundation. Ms.
will be interviewed Thursday on WCWS Radio.
Rust-Tierne-

y.

Rust-Tter-

ny
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OAM5C: that 'other' college campus in Wooster
j

B ZACH VQLLEUX

OARDC
Those letters sound vaguely
familiar. You know you've heard
them somewhere. Maybeseenthem
But where?
posted onawattr-towcr- ?
And what do they mean?

OARDC stands for Ohio
Research
and
Agricultural
Development Center. It's a branch of
the Ohio State University (OSU) that
deals with agricultural research. It
consists of about 7,200 acres of land
distributed on campuses and farms
throughout Ohio. The largest of these
is the 2.100 acre campus located just
south of the Wooster dry limits on
Ohio RL 83 theoneweWoosterites
know and love.

Kurt Knebusch is the acting
associate bead of the section of
communication and technology at
OARDC Why does OARDC exist?
In Knebusch's words. OARDC
"conducts research in agriculture to
benefit agriculture. What we do
applies to that. We're the only
organization in Ohio that does that."
AgrioihurebOhto'slargestindustry.
explains Knebusch, and the research
dmtherebenefitseverybody. "What
we do, directly or indirectly, impacts
the lives of everybody in Ohio."
Knebusch stresses that "OARDC
is rncrethanjustthisplacefo Wooster."

All in all. OARDC provides

employment lo nearly 700 Ohioans,
and there are 14 separate locations

throughout Ohio, including the
campuscsmWoostg and Columbus.

Iyear.OARDCibudget was over
$35 million. Fifty percent of that
comes from state appropriations.

.

A different kind of campus
OARDC is very different from the
QTJegeofWoosterweareaQfamiliar

.-

Wayne County, the highest bidder.
The move was accomplished by
wagon train. Kenneth Chamberlain,
photographer for the Section of

with. You won't find any rows of

classrooms

or

book-lade-

n

undergraduate students wandering
about the campus. OARDC is a
research institution. "Die 185 OARDC
scientists conduct about 400 research
projects in a wide variety of fields
related to agriculture.
The OSU College of Agriculture
consists of three branches, according
to Knebusch. OARDC is theresearch
branch. The extension branch has
cfikxsmeverycountymOhio. They
are the branch resporisibk forapplying
the results of the research to the
consumers. The instructional branch
instructional
consists of four-yeprograms such as the one offered at
the Agricultural Technical Institute
(ATI) located adjacent to OARDC
TheOARDCcampus looks nothing
like the small liberal arts school we
are used to. A look at the campus map
reveals several office and labroatory

explained the move was necessary
because ofptoblemswim urbanization
in Columbus a problem that seems
tobe repeating itselfinWooster today.
In 1965, the name was changed to
the Ohio Agricultural Research and
Development Center, in order to,
according to the 1992 annual report,
"more accurately reflect the function
and program cf the msrimtion." ,
': OARDC formally merged with
OSU in 1982. "OARDCalways had
a working relationship with OSU."
explains Knebusch, but the formal
merger didn't occur until 1982. The
current director of OARDC is Dr.
Thomas L. Payne.
Lots of cows
Normally, tours of the campus are
reserved for educational groups of
eight or more. But Chamberlain took
the time to show rne around thecarrtpus
.anyway.
We started our tour at the Krauss
Dairy Center. Chamberlain explained
that Wayne County is Ohio's biggest
dairy producing county, making it a

buildings, a whole bunch of
greenhouses and, of course, farmland.
What kind of agriculture institution
would it be without farmland? It
stretches out for acres, dotted with
barns, silos, pastures and fences.
One of the most well known and
popular parts of the campus is the
Secrest Arboretum. The arboretum is
85 acres of land which offers over
2XQ0 different species of trees and
shrubs, lined with walkwaysand paths
for walking or hiking. It has been
maintained and planted continuously
since 1909. The arboretum is open to
during daylight
d
the public
hours.

gorriptacenkxwhatOiamberlain
called one of the country's be dairy
'
programs.
As you might expect, the dairy
program includes cows. AndOARDC
has them. Chamberlain took me to the
Krauss Dairy Center, where, sure
enough, there were no less man 105

year-roun-

cows lining up to be milked.

History
The Ohio Agricultural Experiment
Station was established by the Ohio
General Assembly in 1881. It was
originally located adjacent lo OSU in
Columbus, but in 1892 was moved to

Chamberlain explained that the cows
are kept in special numbered "tie
stalls." where their diets can be
regulated individually. They are
milked twice aday by acomputerized
milking machine. The milk is sold to
local dairy suppliers for boding.
There are no bulls at OARDC All
lerxoduction is achieved via artificial
insemination. Ifa male calf isbom.it
"
is auctioned.
Researchers are studying nearly
every aspect of the cattle farming
process, from reproduction and diets
to milking and viral diseases. In
addition, the grain grown on the
OARDC grounds is ground at the
feedmiH and used to feed the cattle.
"Everything grown on the farm
stays in the system and is used to feed
trie animals," explaiiied Chamberlain.

-

Test tube genetics .

1

The next stop on our tour was
WffliamsHaIl,honie to theAgronomy
'

department. From the outside
Williams looked like any other
'

a
Dr. Joha Finer examines a flask containing soybean tfasoe ia
by
Rner's
altered
genetically
been
has
gasped culture. This tissue
technique.
particle bombardment

L

Applied
and
Information
Communications at OARDC,

ar

photo ooortwy cf OARDC

r

acadenucbuikhng,btt inside thekxig
halls were lined not with classrooms
and offices, but laboratories. Every

room was full of bright white
countenops and rows of carefully

labelled bottles.
" Chamberlain introduced me to Dr.

phowcoortetycf OARDC

OARDC's administration building was completed la 1897.
houses offices and the OARDC museum. ,'

It bow

John Finer, associate professor of
Agronomy. Finer is working in tissue
culture, breeding new strainsof plants
by genetically altering their DNA
structure. To do this. Finer built what
he calls a Particle Inflow Gun (PIG).
With this, he can transfer the DNA
containing genes from one organism
directly into the tissue of another.
Finer showed me rows of petri
dishes containing plant embryos
growing in a nutrient laden, gel-limedium. He hopes that he can
introduce new traits, such as fungal- -,
to these
viru-s- or
plants.
Finer, who has been with OARDC

The College ofWoostercornm unity
has also taken an interest. Over the
years, several College of Wooster
students have spent time at OARDC
as research assistants or interns,
especially during those summer
months.
COWprofessors,too,haveworked
atOARDCLeRoyHaynes,amember
of the chemistry department, worked
at OARDC during his one-yeHaynes
research leave in 1991-9- 1
workedmtheEnioniok)gydeparunem
wim the new associate professor Larry
Phelan 76, a Wooster biology
alumnus.

experimenting with this technique on
cwtori, soybeans, com and bent grass.
He says it usually takes five to seven
years to produce a new line ofa crop.
' "Potentially we can do all kinds of
things with these processes. We don't
know what we might discover," says
Finer.

mat attracted insect pests. Haynes
explained mat oruy me ienuues arc
interested in the com, since they lay
thev eggs there. The males, he said,
"are only interested in the females."
His findings? "The insects won."
said Haynes. Hedidn'tfindanyreason
in particular why they like the corn.
But he enjoyed the research anyway.

ke

insect-resistan-

ce

for seven years, ' is currently

,

.

Connections

Fortunately. - the Wooster
community doesn't ignore the
t

presenceofamajorresearch institution
nearby. Lccal industries have furaled

specific research projects. For

example, Smucker's has funded
research on locally grown
strawberries.

ar

Haynes

work

involved

investigating the chemicals in corn

"It was a fine experience," he

commented. "As a chemist, I like
teeing how chemistry fits into the
broader picture."
Some information for this article
was compiledfrom the 1992 and
1993 Annual Reports. The View
From the Tower" and other
OARDC literature.
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Wooster vs. Yale: Mow we stack up against the Ivies
asked to list four Supreme Court
Justices and provide the name of the
author of the qoteV"Agovernrnent of
the people, by the people and for the
people." As you might have guessed,
the nimben were less than astounding.

By AARON SKRYPSKI

wim m my survey was whether or not
people here on campus could even
name some of the eight Ivy League
schools. After all, if we can't even
figure out who they are, why should
we care whether or not their students
are losers? So, I decided to poll 35
people. Irealize that it isn't 1.113,but
hey, I'm only a staff writer. My first
question was whetheror not theycould
name four of the Ivy

OK, wee seen them, and yes, we
hate them. You know what I mean.
asking us
Those obnoxious
to name the 23rd president and the
color horse that General Lee rode Only 50 percent of the people
questioned could name the two
when he traveled to Apamatox
Courthouse. Sometimes we know the senators from their states. Apparently
they're not from Ohio, where I am
answer,mosttimesnoL Consequently,
these surveys wind up on
league schools. Seventy-tw- o
the six o'clock news.
Your parents sit around
percent of those
Sixty percent the students 1 questioned
the television,ranting and
polled could name four.
couldn't name the two senators from their That was a good
raving about bow inept
the present generation is.
state. Apparently Senator Metzenhaum
WeQ. maybe we do have
in fact I was
isn't as well loved as had imagined.
' cur inadequacies, but I'd
beginning to feel pretty
like to remind the older
good about my survey.
generation that our youth
Surprisingly, about 46
won't be characterized by whether or sure that Senator Metzenbaum has a percent of the pecpte I questioned had
tremendous following.
not we inhaled.
friends at Ivy League schools. This
Yet, those hole annoying surveys
Along the same lines, 59 percent fact also gave me a good feeling. Not
soli keep popping op. One of the could not name at least four Supreme thatlwantmyfeUowWooster students
latest to surface was a poD conducted Court Justices. The author of the to hobnob with only Ivy Leaguers, but
by 12 students at the University of quote about the nature of a democracy a little intellectual stimulation never
Pennsylvania. These students wanted was unknown to 75 percent of those hurt. Only 2 percent of the people I
pofled applied can Ivy League sdiooL
lo lest other Ivy League students to tested.
find out whether or not they were
Upon readingthese results, and with But that's OK. many of us are from
actually as smart as their SAT scores a little friendly persuasion from my around here, and getting back east aQ
seemed to indicate. Surprise, surprise, editors, I decided to conduct my own
the time could be expensive.
they weren't
survey. I win be up front right now.
I suppose that another reason why
The Perm students asked each of Although I could handle the senator no one well, only 2 percent
34 19 other Ivy Leaguers about such and the justices questions, I too drew applied lo an Ivy League school is that
things as the names of two senators a blank on the government quotation.
100 percent (that's right 100
from his or her state. They were also
first uung I was concerned
percent) of you said that anlvy League
sa-vey-

s,

Can you name two senators
from your state?

Are you getting a better,
equal or worse education
than an Ivy student?

-

Bcocr 20
Equal

mm

(

63

No Opinio.

17

Do Ivy league students have

of

number-r-almos-

three-fourt-

t

hs,

J

--T-

--

he

an advantage over you h
the Job market?

.

Can you name four
Supreme Court Justices?
f::::::-:::x::Vfrffr-

-4

Cm-- 46

Camoni

74

E3

Ye. --71
No 9
Ulnar

education was not the best available
in America. In fact, if given a full ride
to any college or university in the
country, only 31 percent of those
polled would choose an Ivy League
school. And 25 percent of those who
wouldn't go to an Ivy League school

9

on full scholarship would come back
to Wooster. (We'll see if thatnumber
changes after the tuition increase
announced earlier last week.)
This survey should make the
.

please see IVY LEAGUE, cage 7

Internships provide opportunities after graduation
By JENNIFER SCHUPSXA

"What are you doing after
graduation?"
As the end draws near, most seniors
are finding a suitable answer to this
question. Some win goonto graduate
school; others will join the work farce
directly out of college. Still others,
however, are mlnrnw rh nrvw

working for the College as an
administrative intern for the dean of
student's office.
The internship progiam places
saaJentjm one of lour officer Black
Student Affairs, Career Development
and Placement. International Student
Affairs, and Student Crpnizations

and Activities.
Imemsare responsible for such asks
as editing newsletters, counseling

students and planning special
In addition, they are
required daring their term of
programs.

ernployment to Eve on campus as part
of the residential Efe staff (Erecting a
residence hall or a set of small houses.
The interns loom and board costs are
paid by the College, and they are
given about $650 per month as salary
for a contract which runs from Ang. 1
until May 31- - Benefits also include
Part I of the student bealft insurance
ptanmd permission to take cue course
per Kmcttrr free of charge.
Although the iaernship positions

are temporary one or two years
the faculty generally view the interns
as parapiofesMonal members of the
office "team." It is this status which
Carolyn Buxton, the coordinator of
the internship program, appreciates
most She said," they are involved

in the

day-to-d- ay

activities and

challenges of an office. They're
involved in the decision-mak- in
g.
They're a real part of the staff. They
see everything up close and personal."
The interns are not the only ones to
benefit from this dose relationship,
though; as former students, they can
often give their employers insight into
what students want and need. ThU is
important in an office Lke Career

Development and Placement, where
the intern b in charge of inanitoring
the career library and making sure
students have access to the resources
necessary for writing a resume' or
finding a job.
Tricia Tierney, assistant dean of
students for International Student
Affairs, emphasized the amount of
creative freedom enjoyed by the
interns. "It's a really interesting
experience lo see yourself put on a
MLK celebration or International
Week . and doing that piogiatn
successfully."
Shelly Kay, administrative intern
fortheOfikx of Saxjent Organizations
and Anrvities, said she applied for the
EZ-CA-

Now you cam have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards In the world-Vi- sa
and MasterCard
your name. EVEN IF YUU ARE NEW IN
credit cards-T- in

or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA and MasterCard
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credit checks!
security deposit I
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credit cards are waiting!

16516,

BOX

KD,

,

internship became she wasn't sure
whatshe wanted todoafter graduation.
She believed that the position "has
really helped me to focus on my career
goals. Besides that, it's a good
transition time." Kay. who plans to
attend graduate school at Kent State
or Bowling Green State University
next year, said that the only drawback
to the position is that "it's not a
job you never know when you're
going lo have time for you, when
people win have problems."
9-to-

The benefits outweigh

she thought she made the right
decisionKayieplied,"Definiiely.It,s
been great."

ATLANTA, GA 30321
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IvyLeagu

Spiders and lizards and snakes ... oh my!

continued from page 6

By AMANDA JTJNKIN

administration prou when asked if
they thought
education
was as good as an Ivy League one, 20
percent of this sample said Wooster's
e
was better.
percent said
that they were receiving an equal
education at Wooster. In fact, no one
said that they were getting a worse
education. The other 17 percent
weren't sure about their education.
But that's Ok. I think.
Perhaps the most important thing
isn't where you spend your four years
at college, but rather where you spend
the rest of your life. In other words,
bow will the job market treats student
fnxnanlvylxague school as opposed
lo a student from somewhere else?
When asked if they believed mat
students from the Ivies are going to
have an advantage over them in the
job market.71 percent responded mat
they would. That's great if our
education is just as good, but who
tares when the real world will hire the
Harvard grad.
New for the fun part of the survey.
That's right, I asked the same
questions of the 35 students I polled
that the Perm smdrets asked their
sample. Wooster students faced the
same challenge of naming their
senators, theirjustices and the author
of the aforementioned quote. How
did we do? Sixty percent of the
students I questioned couldn't name
the two senators from their states.
Apparently Senator Metzenbaum isn't
as well loved as I had imagined.
PickbfourSupremeCounjustices
was a bit harder 74 percent of those
asked failed, m terms of the quote, 17
percer guessed the author correctly
83 percent could not name Abraham
Lincoln as the correct author.
As a side note, 29 percent of those
who did not name Lincoln guessed
Thomas Jefferson. I'm sure that made
him feel pretty good, wherever be is
now.
On, one more thing to clear up: No,
Nancy Kerrigan and Tonya Harding
are not Supreme Cc justices, mank
you. But hey, at least they didn't
inhale.
men-wooste-

r

Sixty-thre-

:

"
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certain pets the store has had and
admitted to breaking down and crying after they were sold.
: To be honest, I enjoy being with
irKJStreptiks rather than most people,"
she said. The hardest partof being in
mis business is when one sells."
I continued to scope out the
joint, turning around to take in all the
various cages and aquariums filled
with interesting critters. I noticed
there weren't any animals typical ofa
cornnxraalizedpetshop.suchasdogs
or cats. DeWeese said the store did
not sell these types of pets.
"Most of our animals are reptiles,",
she said. That is what we specialize

I love animals! When I was assigned to check out a local pet store, I
was ecstatic I pictured being able to
roam through the halls of some gigantic Tet Palace" codling over exotic,
rainbow-colore- d
parrots and fuzzy,
frisky little terriers. On Monday afternoon,! ventured out into the streets
of Wooster to find the place they call
Fur & Feather Pets.
I pulled into the drive of 658 Pittsburgh with a little reluctance. Before
my eyes lay what looked like a set
A
from some cheap horror flick. The
tL r
i
Texas Chainsaw Massacre'' in
came to mind. Tucked into a in.
She showed me some of the various
dark comer of the road right past the
railroad tracks was a dingy, dusty reptiles in the store, including snakes,
pboiobyZACHVEILLEUX
little shack displaying a huge, neon turtles and iguanas. DeWeese is espeappearance, Fur and Feathers Pets is home to
"open" sign. From the from window, cially proud of the store's baby boa Despite its shack-lik- e
numerous lizards, snakes and other unusual pets. Fur and Feathers is
I noticed a mysterious face peering whoisnow2monthsoldandwhoeats
out at me. This was not at all what L baby mice. She also has atagu, which located at 658 Pittsburgh.
is a male monitor a large, tropical
had expected!
Slowly.I trudged up to the door and lizard. This type of reptile is very just like a human and she referred to it than willing to help out. She has
learned all she knows about pets
was immediately greeted by Ann similar to the iguana, except that the as a Til people."
They don't make good pets," she through reading books and from her
DeWeese, who has owned the store iguana eats fruits and vegetables, while
since its opening 12 years ago. I the tagu actually eats mice and rats. said. They don't belong in a cage. her experiences with animals during
her youth and during her ownership
The iguanas start at $45. The baby They belong outside in a tree."
quickly learned the face in the win-dcIn addition. Fur & Feather Pets of the store. The best lesson you can
belonged to her
old grandboa and the tagu are each priced at
sells various other types of pet food, have is the experience of living with
son, Jason DeWeese, I wandered into $150. Turtles cost $35.
the depths of the store to take in its ' . DeWeese said the store sells other supplies, crickets for food, cages and them," she claims.
Tratday,Idrovehornewiihagnaw- even baseball, football and basketball
ambiance. Even though it was tiny ' pets such as canaries, parakeets,
ing
feelingof admiration uuny stom-- .
andduttered. therewasaccxtain quaint . finches, rats.micc. gerbils. hamsters, .cards Their main supplier is a Texas
My first impression of this place
company
ach.
House,
called
Mouse
the
as
known
betas
and
goldfish
exotic
to
decided
it.
homey
quality
to
I
and
ask DeWeese how she got involved in even tarantulas. Surprisingly enough, but they in the past, have, received had been wrong. WhileFurA Feather
these spiders are relatively easy to animals and equipments from suppli-e- rs Pets presented quite an intimidating
mis type of work.
in Cleveland, California and Pennexterior, what is contained in its interemember,"
take care of.
To be honest, I don't
rior was well worth the trip out there.
"You just give it some crickets and sylvania. The store also offers
she replied. Tve done this all my life.
some water," she said. "Unless you're
services The shop is open Here was a woman who has dedicated
Fve been messin' with em animals
since I was a kid. It's the only thing stupid, you don't put your hand in Monday through Saturday, from 10 her entire life to taking care of animals. She has a genuine love for and
ajn.-- 6 pjn. and usually on Sundays
mere."
Tve ever done."
belief in what she does. In an age of
The store has in the past offered from 2 pjtl-- 6 pJTL.
DeWeese explained mat she had
and comDeWeese said ifa customer is havgrown up in the Kentucky heartland some exotic, unusual pets. DeWeese
said she has from time to time sold ing problems with a pet or just wants puterized mass media, values such as
andhadaJwayshadtheoprxxtumtyto
play with and to take care of animals potbellied pigs. Next to reptiles, the to ask a question, she is always more these are often forgotten.
pigs are her favorite type of pet
tinceheryouth. She said owningapet
They are smarter than people
store allows her to liIve her life the way
EXCELLENT
think," she said. They walk around
she wants.
EXTRA
INCOME NOW!
love animals," she said. "Every . the house like a dog. You can put
time I see a new reptile, I have to have leashes on them."
every week
ENVELOPE STUFFING-$600-$- 800
Seven years ago, the store had a
it. I can't have this many in my
to
SASE
Details:
Free
rrKXikey. DeWeese said she will never
house."
International Inc.
because
again
it
this
sell
type
pet
a
of
DeWeese said it does get difficult
Coney Island Ave.
1375
working soclosery with animals. She was upsetting to keep it cooped up
Brookhn. New York 1 1230
said she has grown really attached to inside. She said the monkey seemed
"
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Back by popular demand:

Footlights!

SENIORS AND FACULTY

I.S. CELEBRATION

Wooster's only radio
comedy troop!.
100

Non-poUutinga-

nd

ttolphin-safe- !

4 p.m.

Experience radio comedy
like you've never heard it
before (plus music),

Grand March from the KaukeArch

Saturday night,
on90.9FM,WCWS!

Monday, March 21
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Natural Fabrics

different type of place.

41

The WdbsTTSii VbicE Arts' & E'rta&ment

'Death of a Salesman'
performed at Freedlander
j

Perhaps the success of this produc-Do- n
fies in the fact that it is, as W3-Easaid, "a naturalist play, which is
This weekend the Ccflege's theatre
very rare for Wooster." The play
depvoxnt wiS be preseoting a pn
ducuncjf "Death cf a Salesman." It strives to be as realistic as possible in
is the story of a burnt ou traveling every aspect of its production. With
salesman, Willie Loman, whose only the excepocnoflJXBS.fach actor was
conyJtfKTi cooes from ibe wyrrw
the apyruiirnatr age of the character
of his bods. Neither of (hem seem to that they were paying.
ry
be living op 10 their rxsrrrial.
Ia speaking about the differences
ihe older sen, Biff, who was a between this production and past prohigh school star athlete wan charm
ductions, Williams said. This cast is
and aspuaoon. but gave op on Lie and unique because we have a teal ability
himself after discovering a horrible
to work through problems together. It
secret about his Cither's fife on the doesn't hurt at all that we are in the
-k
road. It is a story of two men trapped right age ranges.' This was abunin a life of mecSocrity, enable to fulfill
dantly apparent in scenes between
their dreams, and unable lo live op to Figge and Williams which maintain
each other's expectations.
a unique chemistry that results in performances so realistic that I felt as
The prorhrricn fcatucs many
photo pnmdad by ROADRUNNER RECORDS
pa la nances which make though I was intruding on some extremely personal family conversation Die Monster Die's debut album "Withdraw! Method,' a thumping
this a most-sem theater productions of this nature, timing seems to be
and slouched deeper and deeper in my caaaoobaj ride of the first degree, hit titt stores this Wcdday.
everything. If the actors' timing is chair, feeling more and more embarofT, the play moves slowry and does
rassed as the plot became more and
not achieve the enxrioral effect that it more personal and as the characters
bwany more volatile.
was meant lo have. This production,
however, moves Dee ckxlwai. It
Heather Mroczkowski 96. as
seems as (hough the actxs know what
Loman's fover front Boston, has creto say as if by jnaanon rather than
ated such a sage presence so that she By MICHAEL DITTMAN
houses in support of the recently rememory, as if they are fee characters.
was able to turn a seemingly small
leased "Slumber" single.
role (in stage time, not the context
Irving out their fives on stagr.
Originating from Athens and even- -'
Die Monster Die bumps along
Rjchard pTgjv professor of Ger'of fie f&x) lata cteofifce toast pm mrbugfir' ait saJpressively-lucktuaDy relocating to New York Cry
oca! aspects of the play ,initiating
man, gave a storming and heartfelt
tracks on their new compact disc. and changing the entire lineup except
in the pericnal'iTiri ofboth HraidnrMMe(hoEram me sound
performance as WEie. Machew
for founding member and guitarist
Willie and Biff.
Williams "94 was passionate and
and content of this disc, these are not Evan Player, the band draws its memin his pcroryal as bis son Bit
InshcnArsKaJcCersan's'TJeath your usual janglyjaall-coQegeow- n
bers from a myriad ci various backChris KeDy 96 accurately portrayed
of a Salesman" is a poEshed, profes- pop stars that listeners are used la
grounds.
sional and sophisticated campus proHappy, as the embodiment of bypoc-tis- y
Abce Cohen, formerly of the hardWhat if the Cm Blossoms were
duction . Arthur Miller would be tamed after a cheesy . grade-- B horror core bands
.and Karen Lccris "96 emi atrri
ls
and Shag Motor
proud. "Death of a Salesman" plays movie instead ofWXl Reldr noae7 Pony, performs as the vocalist and
bomtheenxciorial,physicaIanclnioral
agam tonight and Saturday.
tueugth of Loman'i wife, Linda.
Would RiM. ever have the gall to bassist and hails from Philadelphia.
Shawn Tracy, the second guitarist,
lecocdsongcallfd'TaginaDentata.''
which appears as track seven on the hails from the wimery home of the
lonwirymignty Replacements, Min"Withdraw! Method"?
ck
five
perneapolis. Drummer Kenny Sanders
Did the Grateful Dead's
hails from the hometown ofDixieland
formance ever include smoke
black nighties, cornstarch and Jazz and Mardi Gras debauchery.New
strategically placed duct tape (ormore Orleans.
These four people join together
appropriately would anyone in the
audience notice)?
; wim their varied backgrounds to create music that is soulful and melodic,
Think 10JD0O Maniacs on
said ktetroiand magazine in . but that at the same time comes off as
d.
extremely
itsreviewofDieMcnsterDie'ssound.
Their second track on the album,
Actually the band's sludgy guitar-lade- n
sound b a lot closer to current "Swallowed," alike Fleetwood Mac
sonic gurus Smashing Pumpkins on chanteuse Stevie Nicks fronting an
Sonic Youth.
awkwardly
better drugs,cnrayteFleetwoodMac
The drums pump through everyif it were the late 70s and "Go Your
thing else on this track. The guitars
Own Way" was cod again.
are dreamy thick, and finally Cohen's
Tbediutiimingstyiethrrsigfinutthfi
album is ucftctic and just barely hypnotic voice seeps through wailing
under control, as it abruptly changes the phrase, " where is, where is,
rhythms in a style that pubs you along where is your master?"
' .
..-Other standout tracks on the album
for the rhyihmicaDy bumpy ride. The
guitars seamlessly blend in, to preaent include the frenzied track number
an overall ik camji pop fest that leaves ; eight. Toad" and the first single,
"Slum-be- r"
you wanting more after the album released earlier this
by SAB
ends.
CTsria Caaunghaaa aad Johaay Hersaaasca, better lowwa as Carta
Die Monster Die's debut album hit
Die Monster Diebas just completed
aad Jofcaay, wS bt performing their besafifal aad nflecovt origtaal
a month of successful dates east of the the stores on Feb. 22. If you can't find
rjrfcs and arraageaaeats at Men's Friday starting at 9 sub.
Mississippi. Pa fanning everywhere them in the store, you can order direct
Cat i tally rtcordhtg their fcortk aJbvaa, their cartfkSy crafted
from New Orleans to Atlanta toDXL. from New York's on Roadrunner
and Carfankr!, Jrnft Taylor aad Joml Mitchell.
thgypayedajiavcjctiewsandnarkrtl Records.
B ANNA VON
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set to play at Wooster
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FRIDAY, FEB. 25
Happy Hour in The Underground.
5 p.m. 6:43 p jn.
Video Night: "Shaft" The Underground. 8 jun, JJO. In the quint
essential blacksploitation movie.
private eye John Shaft is hired to
find the kidnapped daughter of a
corrupted Harlem gangkxd.
Spotlight Showcase: Chris and
Johnny. Mora's Truckstop, 9 pjn.
llpjn. These St Olaf College
students from Minnesota will wow
you with their original folkie barmonies! Recalling music from
-

Simon a. Carfunkel to Joni
Mitchell, these artiss combine romanticism, intricacy and not lo
mention social awareness into one
performance.
Red Pin Special. Bowl the night
away with your friends and wm
free games from 9 p xa. -- 1 1 pjn. in
Scot Lanes.
show-stoppi- ng

SATURDAY. FEB. 26
Join the Hip Hop MOOving COW
as it goes shopping at Tower City
and theCaOerialExercise yourcapi- talistic lights and buy, buy, buy.
The bus leaves at 10 am. and re
turns around 6 pjn. Sign up
Lowry Front Desk. It's cheap! Just
aS2 deposit.
Film: "Dave." Mateer, 7:30 pjn.
and 10 pjn, $1. In this crincaDy-acctarnvd movie, Dave was sm
pry an ordinary guy in extraordi
nary enrurnstances who was asked
lo impersonate the president. When
the powers that be gave him the
chance to make the country better,
he rose to the occasion and does just
that.
SUNDAY, FEB. 27

Classic Film:

"L'Atalante."

Mateer, 7JO pjn, free. What might
at first seem to bejust a simple plot
of a young woman's stormy initia
tion into married life on a nver
barge suddenly turns into a varied
kalrvVwrope of hidden meanings,
dazzling digressions and sturaungry
offbeat characterizations.
Art Exhibit: Paimir, Etching and
Engraving at Lowry Center Art
Wall through March 2a
TUESDAY, MARCH 1
Video Nighc Toty Rotten Scoun
drels." The Underground, 8 pjn,
&50. Watch as actors, Steve Martin and Michael Caine star as two
rival confident men who confront
each other and decide to make a
wager. Throughout the rest of the
movie, money, relationships and
physical comedy abound!
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Entertainment

Film 'Reality Bites'
dees just that

'

f

"

-

v

ByJOSHELROD
MATT SEAMAN

....

I called my mother on Sunday after
my little brother told me that she had
seen "Reality Bites." She said that
this movie was The Graduate" of my
generation. I said that, while Idid find
the film enjoyable, to give it thatmuch
significance is unfair. While the film
serves as a vaguely entertainingphoto
album of various factors that influence those who aft young today, it is
not, even though it desperately wants
to be, the seminal defining film of our
times.
Writer and director Ben Sailer's
portrayal of life as a
in 1994 is accurate, but perhaps
too much so. The film goes out of its
way to show you how on target it is. I
was happy to see the characters singing "Conjunction Junction" from
"SchocJhouseRocL'Itmademefeel
like a member of a privileged audience, meant to recognize the nostalgia. I didn't need to see it twice (later,
Lelaina sings I'm Just a BflL") The
characters also suffer from this enthu-sias-m
to include all the elements of
the decade.
The audience is treated to not one,
but two, traumatic, moments in the life
of youngster fhpw days. Iwasatfirst
bored, and then frustrated, as Stiller
showcased a promiscuous woman
going in for an AIDS test and then a
young gay man coming out to his
mother. It's not that these actions are
meanmglessmandofthemselves,but
more the case that Stiller gave the
characters so little oepuXthat thefunc-tio- n
of two characters seemed only to
be the gay guy and the woman who
thinks she has AIDS. These two
.
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Awara winning
poet to give reading
--

Julia Kasdorf, winner of the 1993 Great Lakes College Association
New Writers Award for poetry, will give a poetry reading at the college
oa Wednesday, March 2. Kasdorfs reading is free and open to the
public. The eveiit begins at 7 pjn. in Room 120 of Umry Center.

Last chance for
fame andfortune:
submit fiction, poetry or
a critical essay on
poetry for the

Annual Writing
Prizes
More than $1,500 in

prize money to be
awarded. -

Leave typed
manuscripts outside

Kaukel33
by March 2, 1994

twenty-somethi-

ng

Upcoming
week in

entertainment

possible emotional goldmines wound
up being thrown in for show. We are
shown is, here is someone coining
out, here is someone getting an AIDS
test These two events had as much
erriooonalsigrufkanoeasthe "School-houRock" song references.
This is not to say the movie is
insincere. In fact, the love story itself
is more genuine and engrossing than
the earlier Generation X tale,
"Singles." In that film, the only obstacle to a successful relationship is a
ts
sort of social self defense that
mem firm revealing themselves,
unable to take risks. Stiller's characters may have trouble committing
themselves emctionaHy.but they have
less of a problem being honest, about
others if not themselves. The volatile
ndatkanship between TroyandLelaina
is worth watching and rings true. The
only drawback to this aspect of the
film is in the character Stiller has
written for himself.
S tiller's character was the only successful member of the gang, and the
film, unfortunately heavyhandedly,
made him corniptasaconsequence. I
would take exception to the idea that
to be a member of our generation and
be successful one must be corrupt
This adds an element of immature
anobbiahneasthat makns the film too
pretentious to merit being taken as
serious social commentary. But
Winona Ryder is hot
And hey, let's be honest isn't that
part of why we go to the movies
anyway? (For all concerned, I'm sure
Ethan Hawke is hot too, I just wasn't
paying as much attention.) So, if you
want to see an entertaining movie
with beautiful people in love set in a
parody of our times, go see this film!

Live

Muse

Joe Satriani: The Odeon, March
7

se

Okta Adams The Odeon,
March 12

Grateful Dead: Richfield
Coliseum, March 20, 21
Urge Overkill: The Odeon,
MarchS

pre-ven-

Scot Symphonic Band: McGaw
Chapel, Feb. 27
UB 40: EJ. Thomas Hall, Akron
University, March 13
DweezQ and Ahmet Zappa:
Peabody's Down Under, March
12

Fishbone: Agora, March 12
Cocteau Twins Agora, March
17

Nine Inch NaQs: CD release
party Phantasy Nightclub, March
3
;

rr':TneOdMarch'2l
Rush and Primus: Coliseum,
'
"
:
March23

For show times and ticket
availability call Ticket Master,
241-555- 5

APPLICATIONS
for 1994

Mrs. Doubtpre

soc

1:25,335,5:35,7:45,

955

10:15

Ace Ventura

(International Student Orientation Committee)

r

(Student Orientation Crjmmittee)

are
available
February 28th!
Pick yours up at Lowry Front Desk or at
the Dean's Office. Applications due into
the Dean's Office by March 25th.

PG-1- 3

135,4:25,7:10, lftOO
On Deadly Ground R
1:15,330,5:40,730,

1:45,430,7:15, lOflO

1SOC
and

Philadelphia

PG-1- 3

PG-1- 3

;

Blank Check-P- G

Reality Bites

1:00, 3:10, 520, 755,
9:45

Grumpy Old Men

PG-1- 3

1:05, 3:25, 530, 7:55,
10:10

PG-1- 3

Intersection

R

1:10,350,555,7:45,955

--

150,4:10,755, H05
'The Getaway R
1:05, 3:40, 7.05, 9:40

Blue Chips
J:40, 4:15, 750, 9:50
PG-1- 3

.

4108 BurbankRoaa Wooster

No passes
Att shows before 6 pin.
$325, alt other shows $5.

(216)345-875-

5
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Scots, Lady Scot&fare well at NCACMeet
By DIANE BUKTCH
The Fighting Scot nd Lady Scots
performed well attheConferencc meet
last weekend, wim the men placing
sixth over all and the women placing
third. Headcoacfa.KeiihBeclreti.nid
that be Bid the other coaches were,
"ecstatic with theperfonnanceofboth
teams at the meet.''
The women finished well, moving
k
up a position from last year and
tin rival ADegberjy.Beckefl.
attributes the placement to a number
of high individual places and depth of
the team. For the women, Kenyan
took first place, Denison finished second, then Wooster in third, then Allegheny. Case Western, Wittenberg.
Ohio Wesleyan. and then Oberlin.
According to Beckett the men had
been expected to Crash m seventh or
beat-ing-

eighth place, because they lost some
key individuals from last year. Their
finish at fifth, which moved them up
a position from last year. was a"prod-o- ct
of the depth of the team." said
Beckett. An example of this, he said,
freestyle event,
was in the 1650-yar-d
where Wooster placed eighth, ninth,
tenth, eleventh and twelfth. The final
placing for the men was, Kenyan in
first, then Denison second,AIlegheny
third, then Ohio Wesleyan, Wooster,
Oberlin. Case, and Wittenberg.
Mark Groyned 94
said. "It all came together for the
men's team. We were there mentally,
physically, and emotionally. We
stepped cp to the challenge of bearing
teams that no one thought we could
beat."
For the men the only AH Conferd
ence finish came in the
Co-capta- in

800-yar-

w ivwfcr aaiystortfaoj
Fox network, has bis yearly award

csCBS

show where be announces bis

afl-

-

JB- -

-

gfr; tJ
PhiSignuAlprjairrthechampkiuhiq
ame- -

Defense

Derek MZJer 97, 9ers

DT-Bri-

aa

800-yar-

freestyle, the

d

Gorman 96, Omegas

200-yar-d

d
medley
freestyle, and the
relay, which an placed third. The 800
frees relay was fast enough to qualify
for Nationals, with swimmers Debbie
King "96, Kate SchneD 94, Tammy
Behringer 94 and Carolyn Knox 97.
The swimmers in the 200 free were

'Schnell.

Behringer,

Karen

BuchmoeHer'CTandHeatherGleason

.

96. In the 200 medley relay were,
Peggy Teale 96. Heather Johnston
"94, Schnell and King.
Individual An Conference honors
went to King and Liz Helstein 9&
d
King placed first in the
indid
medley and the
vidual medley, and placed second in
d
the
breast stroke. According to assistant coach Brian Vereb.
this was, "the first swimming Confer400-yar-

indi-vidu-

al

200-yar-

200-yar-

ence champ in over a decade."
Helstein placed first on the
board.
board and third on the
When asked if there were any
the meet. Becket said
that, "whenever 45 individuals swim,
over the course of three days there's
always a goal that's not attained." bat
that be was not really disappointed
with and performance.
The season is winding down for the
1-m-

200-yar-

NEWSSERVICES

Pro football team. For our purposes
Tom Crissman TJ5, Wooster s three
tor of Andrews HaH and the manages
of the College Recreation &. Enter
jamfTw
Center has named his anIntramural Football team for us
Crissman also was the head referee of
this faTsLM. league. The team frorrj
4
the
ZJzi

Oitense

800-yar-

Scots

Crissmam Team
We realize that this a not timely
whatsoever, but it is something that
we have been planning for some
time, so here it goes: In this week's
edition of the Voice , the Sports
Departmentproudly unveils fie 1993
Crissman Team. As tome of yon
may know, John Madden, fcroerr

freestyle relay. As stated above,
though, there were many other places
taken by the Fighting Scots, including
a placing of sixth on both the high and
. The
low boards by Eric Haschke
d
swimmers for this third placing
relaywere Derek Longbrake 96,
Kris Marr 97, Andrew Wunderley
97 and Croynorn.
For the women there were eight All
Conference finishes. The relays gaining All Conference honors were the

eter

400-yar-

200-yar-

400-yar-

200-yar-

back-stro-

tsin

1-m-

3-me- ter

eter

athletes recognized
.

Record numbers of students are axTnetrngm athletics at The &negerf Wo
of those athletes continue to draw rave reviews.
Tl yeatv48 1 students are competing m varsity am
student athletes. Of that group, 40 perce(193)posteda3I) grade pc
by Wooster's athletic
fan semester. In addition, 24 percent (123) of those students were named Scholar-Athlet&rm f'- -"t ?ft" wowing 3 25 t better, including a record 13 students who achieved a perfect 4.0.
Ovmt n thr. iren ernhirad for a 2.71 graA: point average, and the women combined for a 230 grade point average,
bringing thg nmpfariig gcadfl pniptavetage for Woofler's unrVnl athlftrts to 2.81 for the fall acmestet. :
The top teams on campus were the men's and worna's cross cccntryteanis, cached
average. The women's track team was next at 3.12, followed by the men's golf team at 3.10. Also compiling grade
point averages above 3.0 were the women's swim team (3.07) and the women's tennis team (3.02).
"Varsity athletics continue to be an faportamcourrkaila activity fee
the number of participants," says William D. McHenry, director of men's athletics at Wooster. "It is encouraging to
see that as the interest m athletics continues
remains steadfast."
"Iam pkasedbutnecsorprisedby this m
"More than anything else, it demonstrates a deep commitment to academics by our administrators, coaches and
0
students
Scbolar-Aihletare named twteeadt year by
as tbe
mwi'i hKkrthan enach. Awards are presented to athletes who post
by Mike Worrrn. who al w
a 323 gradepoint average or aboveT
es

,

v

,---

es

IB-Ter-

CTadis

ry

KX

lB-MarcasFCnoa94,Sits

lDrewKavaBangaSIgs
E-- Jeff

BowSag9S, Omegas

DT- - Sea

Harrfc 94, Haranbee

9,KX

DT-Ma- tt

Miles

LB-M-

Paha 95, KX

att

LB-T- J.

,

,

stt

WELuns

t9ers

CtaisanotasJ94,KX
r-Se-

aa

Harris 94, Harambee

LB-Ga- be

req"t

Km

Ry's sponsors contest

MaUory 94, Slgs
.

r-M-

.

..jk

lVVr

v

Jl

Mclntyrt J7, 9ers

CB-JjntesSbepard'i.MjOJL

S-Te- rry

Cladls 9S, KX

Sports Information Hotline
(216)287-206- 6

ke

200-yar-

3-me- ter

dis-appointmen-

Scots with Nationals being the last
meet of the season. The women's
team has seven swimmers going to
this meet. King is qualified in the
d
individual
d
and
d
medley races and the 200 and
breaststroke. Beckett said that it
has not yet been determined in which
three of these races she will compete.
d
Knox win swim m the
and the relays, Behringer in the
200 fly and relays, and Teale in the
100 back and relays. Carrie Sergio
d
butterfly
win compete in the
and Schnell in the relays.
Diver, Helstein will dive off both
boards.
and
the
Over all, theLady Scots and Fighting Scots have had a good season and
Beckett said that he is, "very happy
and proud of the accomplishments of
both of the teams".

photo by BRITTANY BULLARD

Chad Stockey 96, Peter James "55, and Krn particpate In the Rally burger eating contest at halftime of the
Wooster-Cas- e
game last Tuesday evening. Stucky won the competition.
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Scots down Case 61-5- 2
....
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By MKE HOUSEHOLDER
The Scot basketball team extended
its winning streak to six games this
past week with wins over Case Western Reserve and Oberlin. On Tuesday evening, the Fighting Scots defeated Case Reserve 2 in a first
round contest in the North Coast Athletic Conference Tournament in
Timken Gymnasium. Also last Saturday. Wooster downed Oberlin 9
in the its final regular season con61-5-

--

,

99-6-

test

-

-.
.-

yl

A

.

Case Western, thdnumbersix seed
in the NCAC Tournament field, puta
scare into Sect fans on Tuesday. The
two teams played in Timken on December 7, with the Scots winning that
contest byaccnnunding 8 score.
However, the Spartans stayed close
,

78-3-

by only two points, 2 with
223 renaming in the contest
54-5-

Fol-towingaSpaitanuine-outD-

cugaine

photo by BRITTANY BULLARD

Lady Scots season
comes lo -an: end

55-5-

t,

57-3- 2.

SusanEubarua97 launches a shot against Oberfa
The Lady Scot basketball team ended its season on Tuesday evening with
an 85-- 5 1 loss to WiQenberg in Springfield in the first round of thehforth Coast
Athletic Conference Women's Tournament
Earlier last week, Wooster ended its regular season on a positive note,
trouncing winless Cterlm 5 Saturday
84-3-

The Lady Scots were led by Amy Emmons 95, who scored 17 points and
puQed down seven rebounds in the winning cause. Carrie Headrick97 added
12 points, five rebounds, four steals, and three assists. Also leading the way for
performance.
the Lady S cots was Patty Turning 97, who added a
overall record, including a
Wooster ended its season rvith a
conference mark.
team, so bead coach Carol
The Lady Scots had no seniors on the 1
Almond should have something to look forward to next season.
10-po-

mt

3--13

5-- 19

993-19-

95 was fouled by Case's Leighton
McCoy, who did notplaymthe team's
first meeting, dine sunk the first of
the two nee throws to put the Scots up
by a 2 score. Wooster stepped it
up on defense and stopped Case on its
next possession andaQine lay-u-p on
a feed from Mike Morgan 94with34
weendt renyttn ing put ths. game-ouof reach for the Spartans at
"We played pretty well defensively.' said Wooster head coach
Steve Moore. "But we had some
difficulty on offense."
The Scots were led by Scott Meech
"95. who scored the 1000th point of
photo by BRITTANY BULLARD
his career. In all. Meech scored 29
game-hig- h
29 points against
his
two
Scott
down
knocks
of
Meech
95
points and pulled dewnfive rebounds,
Gymnasium.
evening
the
in
reserve
Tuesday
Case
Timkea
Western
dine added 18 points and 10 rebounds in the winning cause.
The Scots coasted the rest of the way, point seven rebound performance.
Wooster started out slowly against building up a lead as large as 8
AJ contributing to the winning cause
Oberlin. but slowly gained momenwas Meech, who added 18 points and
with 2:18 lemaining.
tum. Wuh 8:47 remainmgm the first
"We playedpretty well offensivdy . six rebounds. Cline had 13 points and
FoDowinga We were aggressive on offense," said 11 rebounds.
half, the Scots led
20-- 7 run over the next five minute
Moore, "We let up a little defenAfter the six game win streak, the
period, Wooster led39-2- 4 following sively."
Scots record stands at 18-- 7 overall
by Craig Bradley "95.
a
Bradley led the Scots with a 19-- and 12-- 5 in the NCAC

94

.

-

91-5-

19-1- 7.

three-point- er

Nicknames abound on Scot basketball team
...

or

co-capta-

in

Doug was his boy, so his nickname
became 'Roy Batesjr.'," said WorrelL

Worrell was uncertain why

in-clude"ZrfbrJason2erger95,"Brad--

Nicknames are given when people
are good friends." said Wooster head
men 's basketball coach S teve Moore.
Those fans who have attended
Fighting Scot basketball games this
season at Timken Gymnasium may
have heard Scot coaches referring to
the players by names such as "Bank"
or Junior". The reason for this is mat
asststarAccacfaMikeWonell'sbrother
Ranger came up with a series of nick-fthe players and they stuck.
Some of the nicknames are"Bank"
Doug Meinea 94,
for
for.eoMCffitain Mike Morgan

94, "Junior" for Doug Cline 95. the name stuck.
Tocket" for Kris MaHamee 95. and " In Morgan's case, "Doc" is the
perhaps the mcAintrigiimg nickname result of his life's ambition. Morgan
of them all. "Dahmer" for Jeff is a biology major at Wooster and
plans on attending medical. school
Hamilion "95.
followinggraduation, because of this,
Other more obvious nicknames
he was called "Doctor" which has
since been shortened to "Doc,"
95."Ro"forRoweS
Cline was given the nickname of
Fernandez 97, and "Mo" for Greg
"Junior" because of his friendship
Morris.
Meinen's nickname of "Bank" with Ohio sports legend Roy Bates,
e
head basketball
came as a result of him "going around who was a
and begging everyone for money two coach of Northwestern High School
show on
years ago," according to WorrelL arid now hosts a sports-tal-k
Wooster.
in
104.5)
WQKT
(FM
everyone
asking
When Meinen kept
for the money, somebody told him to "Doug was hanging out with Roy
a loan, and Bates so often, we started saying that .
go toa bank and takr-nforCraigBradley

By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER

long-tim-

ut

.

Mallamee is referred to as Tocket",
but he felt that it had something to do
with the term Tocket Hurricane."
Hamilton was given the nickname
"Dahmer" two years ago. "Jeff used,
to hang out with a guy named Nate
Lindamood, and this was during the
time when Jeffrey Dahmer was in the
news," said WorrelL "Somebody
decided that the two of mem looked
like Dahmer so they started calling
him that"
The only Fighting Scot who seems
to have escaped Jbe Jbranded with a.

nickname by coach Worrell's brother
is Scott Meech 95. who according to
Worrell is the only Scot player not
haveanickname, Donotbesurprsied
to see Meech with a nickname before
the end of his career next year if
present trends continue.
Is it possible that Moore and Worrell
and something up their sleeves when
they call their players by nicknames?
Do they believe that by calling the
by nanxs otherthan their given
ones, that they may be trying to fool
Scots' opponents?
'Na the nicknames have nothingto
do with that" said Moore. "They are
. foe fim.". i'.
.'.

rym

--
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Fighting Scots hops third, time is a. charm
Wooster to battle Kenyon in North Coast Athletic Conference Tournament semi-fin-

Wooster Fighting Scots

"It's going to be a w,"said Assistant Ccach Mir WonelL in reference to txi&i'i semi-finNCAC
al

'

;

Tournament matchup between

Wooster and Kenyon. The two teams

inetinlastyear'sNCACTouBament
charnpionshrp game, which the Scots
won
Wooster is entering this
year's game as the number three seed
with an 1 7 overall record, while the
Lords are the second seed wiih a 22-- 3
overall mark. Kenyuu is ranked
19ih in the nation among Division
schools.
Earaertfa's season. Kenyon downed
the Scots 79-6-7 in Cambier on Dec
1 Las well as defeating Wooster again,
this time in the Tkslen Gymra-gur56-5- 4
on Jan. 29. Tonight the two
teams will play in Branch Rickey
64-4-

vs.. '
Kenyon Lords

"

.

Ween: Friday. Feb. 24. 1994 at 6:45 pjn, .
WHERE Branch Rickey Arena on the campus of Ohio Wesleyan

3.

8--

matchup

al

'

University in Delaware OUTLOOK: Kenyon is ranked 19th in the nation and boast an overan .
Wooster is 17-- 7 overan. In order for Kenyon to win, they
record of 22-win have to shut down Wooster's inside tandem of Scott Meech "95 and
Doug Qine 95 as well as ihree-pctspecialist Craig Bradley 95. The
Lords hope acombinarion of zone defenses designed to stop the inside
game wCl prove effective.
In order for the Scots to win, they win need to stop dynamic duo of
NCAC leading scorer Jamie Harless and versatile 68 Chris Donovan.
Woaser will try and limit the efiectiveness of these two and force other
Lords to beat them.

V

3.

d

at

a

Arena on the campus of Ohio
WesSeyan University in Delaware.

What They Said

"We are going into this game wan

a lot of confidence." said Wcoser
Head Coach Sieve Moore. "We are a
very determined team."
Defensivery, the key for the Scots
may be saaepmg the talented tandem
of Jamie Harless and Chris Donovan.
Harless was the NCACs leading
accratfcisyear.averaging2Q.9pcints
per game. He also led the league in
e
goals acored per game,
averaging 3J a game. Donovan averaged 1 7.7 points per contest as well as
three-pok-

being the conference's leading
itboonder wah an average of 9.5 rebounds per game.
Harless, a
shooter,
played the
position for the
majority of the season. It was only
nail recently thai he has twitched lo
the point guard position.
left-hand- ed

off-gaar-

d

"Jamie Harless is one of the
conference's lop players and is a true
competitor ."said Moore. "Since he is
playing at the point to start the game,
we will have Mike Morgan 94 guarding him ahhoogh (Jason Zerger "93
and Doug Memen "94 will also draw
Kenyon Head Coach Bill Brown
warns that Harless will not play at the
point for the entire game. "We win
have Jamie starting at the point," said
Brown. TJotbe wiflahernate ihrough-othe game."
Donovan, at 6TT has the abCiry to
post up with his size, but he is also a
threat from three-poirange. This
ut

nt

U

u

hi

combination makes Donovan

diffi-

cult to guard. "Some teams try to
guard him wah a smaller player, because of his outside shooting ability,"
said Moore. "Bat when lhey do this
he usually posts up and can beat the
smaller player."
Because of this, Moore win start
Doug Qine "95 on Donovan, while
Scott Meech 95 and Greg Morris 97
win also draw the assignment
Che Smah, Kenyan 'scenter.b also
a player Moore and WonreO win be
concerned with. "Che Smith is a
definite factor." said Moore. "He b a
scoring threat inside as wel asa strong
shot blocker."
Meech win draw the assignment of
n
guarding Smah in Wooster's
defensive scheme.
Other starters for the Lords are Ken
man-toma-

Danzisger and Andrew Miller.
Danzinger is the lone starting senior
on the team and plays the small forward position. MUer.a newcomer to

today Kenyon (A- )-t
6:45 pjn.
modern baseball history?

B1XUUD

the starting Eneop. hit the winning
shot against the Scots on Jan. 29.
"Danzinger is their leader, mayte
not starigicany.buthe a their inspirational leader," said Worrefl.
Craig Bradley 95 win defend
Danzinger to begin the game. Zerger
win defend Miner.
Coming off the bench for the Lords
is Mylin Johnson. "We are concerned wiih Mylin Johnson." said
Moore. "He a an amies and maybe
their best defender."
While Wooster wCB employ its tra-

ditional

man-to-m-

aa

defensive

scheme, Kenyon win use anumberof
different zone defenses. "Kenyon
wiB play a 3-- zone as weQ as some
matchup zone," said Moore.
"They will sag their zone back lo
defend against Doug (Oine)and Scott
(Meech)." said Worrell
"Wooster is very strong inside, and
we win play a variety of zone defenses in response to this," said Brown.
2

a
photo by NEWS SER VICES

photo by NEWS SER VKXS

Kenyoai Head Coach BSI Brown.

Wooster

"We realize tha Woosxer has
Kct the last two conference
tournament championships.
However, we feel that if we '
play to the best of our
abilities as a team, we can be
successful in this game."

"1 have been told that I will be
guarding Harless to start the
game, and I look forward to it.
Our attitude as a team is very
positive. We are excited, and
I am confident that we are
going to get it done." -

bdoor track:
lornorrcn

Kenyon (A)

OWU

awmiaamgdivfarg:
tomorrow CRWU Irtvitational (A)

Ipjn.

ia

Mike Morgan

Quote of the week

golf: 1
Feb.
Karl Tucker
Invitational (A) at Cniadalajara,
Mexico
21-Mar-

co-capta-

4.

The upcoming week in Sports:
Ben's baskthai

kadDuklgfuatijtzlf
uasom baslxf crtrttfi Im

T

Kenyoa's Chris Doaovaa strips the ball away from Dong Meiaesi 94
while Che Smith watches on.

Sports Challenge

Whs

BJUTTA-V-

pfct-o-by

Mike Morgan

Bill Brown

ch

fo,
Ck

bat it certainly smelled

hot dogs.

Aneytwitntainihe Charles
Berkley assault trial when asked
if iSe could smeU alcohol on
BarUe x breath.

